An Addition to the Grace and Holy Trinity Cathedral
Kansas City, Missouri Abend Singleton Associates Incorporated Background Grace and Holy Trinity Cathedral is comprised of parts erected over the past century. The sanctuary was built between 1887-1890, its tower added in 1893-1894, according to a new design. The Guild Hall was constructed in 1938, the school building in the 1950's. Abend Singleton's 1980 addition seeks to respect the complex's accretive character, while strengthening a sense of harmonious relationship and giving focus to a heretofore neglected portion of the site.
Program
The program required a two-phase development that provided an administration facility for the Episcopal Diocese in the first stage, and a chapel and columbarium for the congregation in the second . The clients requested separate identities for the two facilities, but wanted them to be compatible with other components in the complex. The clients also expressed the desire for designs that reinforced their symbolic role in and service to, the downtown community.
·The site lies on the southwest edge of the cathedral grounds. The surrounding area is visually and functionally diverse. To the south is a sunken freeway connector, Interstate 35 . One of the freeway's off ramps, a principal entrance to downtown , diagonally intersects the site · at its corner. The adjacent blocks to the east are occupied by Bartle Hall (1977), an enormous convention center, utilitarian in appearance.
and
The site's western edge is lined with rundown apartment buildings dating from the early 19th century. The skyline to the north is punctuated by the tower of the Roman Catholic Cathedral ( 1882), among the few remaining 19th-century landmarks in the city's center. 
